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darth vader is apparently still around and working with the new president. it is said that he is a widower and has a daughter and grandson. this is why finn and his group are on their way to the starkiller base to rescue the one who killed vader. [16] he is not a sith anymore, but he has adapted a new way of life
and is probably a force of nature. it's a perfect cover up if you ask me, and i'm glad his operation is still ongoing, because the only two people who can take him on are rey and finn. john boyega, who plays finn is originally from jamaica. rey is not adopted, she is the daughter of luke skywalker. rey is an orphan,

but she was raised by a certain benicio del toro. he also teaches her how to be a jedi. during his time with them, he also taught them how to use lightsabers. rey can see the visions and she can understand the force. she was raised by a certain hans solo, since the emperor destroyed the orphanage where she was
raised. she learned everything from him and can be a powerful jedi. rey apparently has a ship of her own, similar to luke skywalker's in the original movie. episode vii : return of the jedi was a bold move that was made by the studio. it was the first time that lucas has left the entire franchise to a complete different
director. he chose the name of j.j. abrams after the filmmaker worked in the movie super 8 and created the film lost. [5] after the success of star wars: the force awakens, j. abrams teamed up with the makers of fringe and created the tv series fringe. this show was critically acclaimed and is one of the top rated tv

series with an average score of 8.7 out of 10. the two tv shows were then sold to the fox tv show network.
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the movie is very carefully directed and written. the story itself is very interesting. the characters are largely satisfying and the dialogue is often very amusing. during the fight scenes you can see a lot of action. the directing is average and everything is moving at a good pace. the acting was on a high level and the supporting characters give their
best. star wars fans will appreciate the new sides of the characters that were not previously presented in the other star wars stories. in addition to the words of the story are the various characters in the movie. at first glance it seems that the film only consists of a number of force. what's more, it is focused not only on the heroes of the film, but also
quite a lot on supporting characters, who appear in every scene and fill in the gaps in the story. particularly strong point is the relationship between the main character and luke skywalker, which is reminiscent of the saga of raiders of the lost ark. at times the movie has a kind of "on the edge", and given that it's a little self-consciousness, the viewer
is able to divert his focus from the plot. but on the whole the qualities of the film remain to a high level. the action scenes are riveting, with a great script, believable characters and a great story. overall the film is very fun to watch, although not very deep. the last film you would call "epic", but for the fans of the saga of star wars will be a pleasant

addition to the saga. the sequel to "the force awakens" has been released and is really a full movie and not just part of it. the end of the teaser clip in the network has been confirmed - the new adventure starts on december 17, when it is online in all available countries. 5ec8ef588b
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